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(Pwa a KSeeexerxatggrapk of ffmstantaxeegsss Ege£tfic
           StaSe of uefigh Tensiowa Cmpffvewte

                                By

         Woshiro Xkeda, rctsuro Kato and rwotokiehi wrori.

               '
                      (Received September 7, 1929.) '

                                           '

      , gntroduction.
    In course of studying the sparking phenomena, the authors have come

across facts, from which it could be concluded that the forrn of a high

tension. alternating current may be totally different from that of the primary

current of the transformer.

    Indeed, in the high tension circuit electric oscillation of high frequency

can be easily excited by some trivial causes.

     In order to investi.crate the electric state of a high tension current it

is not convenient to use the ordinary oscillograph, for charge accumulation

will occur through the existence of thin wires and sharp edged corners in

the parts of the oscillograph. This gives rise to corona discharges and

oscillatj.ons whicli disturb exact measurement.

     Beside these practical inconveniencies, the oscillograph can llot be

used in the case of high frequency, since the suspension filament of the

mirror, which is the principal part of the oscillograph, has the proper

oscillation, and,the frequency to be measured is confined to limits far below･

those of the proper oscil]ation of the filament.

     On the other hand, the cathode ray oscillograph invented by Rogowski

is ve]rv sensitive and can be used to measure such an instanteneous state
     i
{)f electric oscillation as that of 10"S second. But it is sald that it is verv･

hard to use.

     Therefoye it is necessary to find soine apparatus, which is sensitive

enough to measure an instantaneous state of electric oscillation. But it
    L)
 is evident that the electJ."ic conditions of the current must not be affected

by insertiR.o" the apparatus. From this consideration, the authors have

    A Short abstract "'as publislied in the Proceedings oE the Impevial Academy 1929 by the

authors: An Ii;xpevimental Study of Instanteneous Electric Oscillations by Vacuum Tube.
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tried to insert a vacuum tube and to photograph the glows of the tube with

                          Apparatus.

    The apparatus which was used is shown in Fig. I. The film is wound

outside of a druin. The rotating speed of the drum is reduced by belt

and pulley for obtaining suflficient intensity of the glow to be photographe,d.

The camera is fitted with a ]ens (F. 2, focal length 5Y2", made by Tayler

Hobson,) and a shutter. The shutter is a plate which has a slit and is

arranged to fall doxxTn, when the circuit is cut xvith an electromagnet, to

which the plate is attracted. The length of the slit is adjusted in such

a way that the film rotates once during the time in which the slit passes

down.
    The spectrum tubes which the authors tried are of hydrogen,' helium,

oxygeR, argon, neon, and air. The luminousty of a neon tube does not

.q.ensitize the film, the others except helium are very faint to be photo-

graphed. .For this reason a helium tube of 14 cin. Iength has been used

in thefollowing experiment. .
                                                   '

                         Experixectent.

    In order to show that it is practical to study the instantaneous electric

state of high tension current by inal<ing use of a spectrum tube and

rotating film, the authors have attempted to take photographs of the

glows of the tube, first, in the case where the current is considered to be

smooth, and next, in the case where the current is considered to be ag'i'tated

bv oscillations.
 v
    IFor the foriner, the vacuum tube alone was inserted in the secondary

of a transformer (max. volts 70,OOO, cycles 60) or in the secondary of an

induction coil having a spark len.crth of 30cm. Photographs were tal<en

of the glows of the tube as shown in Fig. 4, a and b.

    For the latter case, the vacuum tube was inserted in series with a

horn gap in the secondary of the transformer or the induction coil. The

cliagram is gixJ･en as follows:

   .A.rch. f. Electrotechnilc, 1:t. 1925, 18. 1927.

   NaturNs'issenschaft, l64. 1928.
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            l): Drum. T: Transformer.
            ff:Horngap, l':Xractiunitube,
             S: Shutter.
                               Fig. 3.

    If a horn gap is inserted in the secondary of the transfermer and

the voltage of primary current is adjusted, sparl<s or arcs ("BUsclielbogen"

according to the classification by Toepler"i)) or combinations of the two

can be secured. The arcs at the gap are photographed in some tenths of

one second as shown in Fig. 2.

    In order to ascertain whether the influence of inserting the vacuum

tube upon the sparking phenomena, can be neglected, photographs of both

sparks and glows of the tube have been taken. They are shown in Figs. S,

a and b. The lower series of lines corresponds to the sparks in the upper

.series of Fig. S, b. Between the photographs a and b, differences can hardly

be seen. The potential difference at the gap in these two cases has also

been measured and it has been found that the difference can be neglected

against the terminal voltage at the gap.

    When there appears an arc, the glow of the tube generally gives on

the film a continuous band and sometimes a continuous band with lines in
     'each half one cycle as shown in Fig. 6, a and b.

    In order to show the band and lines clearly, the g'lows of the tube

alone are photographed, which is given in Fig. 7.

    From this, it may be concluded that the electric state of 5×10'"
second can be photographed.

    We have tried to use the induction coil as high tension producer.

The current state of the secondary circuit is given in Fig. 4, b. Inserting

a liorn gap in series with die tube, the authors have photographed the

glows of the tube when sparl<s and arcs appear at the gap, as shown in

Fig, 8, a and b.

   1) Zeitschrift fUr Technische I'hysik, 3, 192･ 9.
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    These experiments with the induction coil were carried on mal<ing

use of a mercury interrupter. The irregularity. shown in the figLires can

be considered to be due to the assyminetries in the jets and wings of the

mterrupter.

    Last, the authors have tried to apply the special alternating current

of 500 cycles to the same transformer which is constructed for 60 cycles:

of course, the primary voltage was adjusted by resistance so as to avoid

damage to the machine. The glows of the tube are given in Fig. 9.

    The 500 cycles generater, constructed by Kurosaki is of induction type

having capacity of J(i K.V.A. and R.P.M. 3330.

    The existence of the thin line in each single cycle of Fig. 9, can be

explained as the followin.cr; small iron needles in the rotor might cause

a small disturbance in the primary current, and it would be enlarged by

the transformer,

                           SKgrcecacrlxary.

    The ease with which both the continuous and instantaneous electric

s,tates of high tension current caR be kinematographically photographed

by our method making use of a spectrum tube of helium and rotating

film is to be noted.

    Although the authors are not sure to conclude that the photograph

can indicate exactly the electric state of current, we can, at least, assert

that it is a convenient and practical m'ethod to study the instantaneous

electric state of high tension current. ,
     XVe can easily increase the resolving power of the photograph taken

under this method by increasing the rotating speed of the drum on which

the film is wound.
                                                   tt                                                        '     If it is uncertain that the spectrum tube, inserted in series to the

circuit, should affect the electric condition, the tube can be inserted also

parallel to the circuit, or only to put near to the circuit. The tube is so

 sensitive that one need not necessarily to put it in the circuit. The photo-

 graph taken in this case is faint, but it is sufficient to be measured from the

 negative film, The authors will improve this apparatus Iater to increase

 the rotating speed and luminousity of the tube,
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